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AUSTRACT
The fast matrix multiplication algorithm by Strassen is used to obtain the triangular factorization of a permutation of any non-singular matrix of order n in < C n log27 . operations, and hence the inverse of any non-singular matrix in < C 2 n og2 operations.
: ) i DD . Strassen [31 has given an algorithm using non-commutative multiplication which computes the product of two matrices of order 2 by 7 multiplications and 18 additions. Thus the product k 3 k of two matrices of order m2 could be computed by m 7 multi-2 k k 2 plications and (5+m)m 7 -6 (in2 ) additions. Since the algorithm is applied recursively, it will fail whenever the inversion of a singular principal submatrix in any of the reduced matrices is required. Let M = M. We shall construct a sequence P , P , ..., P n~ of permutation matrices so that M = L^P, i.e. MP~ = W, where
is \init lower triangular, U is upper triangular, and n i -1 i det M = (det P) det U = ± n u. . . Since (P ) ^ = P here, i=l 11 P -1 = P 11 " 1 ... At the last step U = M n ' is non-singular and upper triangular.
OPERATION COUNT.
Finding the permutation P requires at most n-i comparisons, and if P., = 0 then the permutation involves n element interchanges. Hence at most n(n-l)/2 comparisons and at most n(n-l) element interchanges are required to obtain M = LUp.
The computation of M~ would require at most an additional n(n-l) element interchanges.
Let an operation be a multiplication, division, addition, 
